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GUIDE: Damp Mopping

PROCEDURE

1. PREPARE EQUIPMENT
Fill a bucket with a solution of VERSADET.
Dilute 1 part cleaner to 80 parts warm water.
Transport the equipment to the work site.

2. PREPARE AREA
Set up the ‘Wet Floor’ signs. Move all obstacles and furniture.

3. DUST MOP
Dust mop �oor. Follow the dust mopping procedure.
  

4. APPLY MOPPING SOLUTION
Place the mop in detergent solution, wring out until mop is damp.
Mop the area lengthwise along the skirting boards being careful not to
allow the mop to come in contact with the wall side of the skirting
boards. Then continue to mop using a “�gure 8” motion on the balance
of the area.
Rinse the mop frequently. Use the heel of the mop or hand pad to
remove stubborn spots. Wipe o� the skirting boards immediately if any
water has been splashed on them.
  

  5. CHANGE SOLUTION AND MOP FREQUENTLY
  Use the correct dilution rate for detergent.
  Always measure detergent solutions. The solution
  should be changed whenever it becomes dirty.

  6. WHEN FLOOR HAS DRIED
  Remove signs. Return all furniture and other items
  back to their respective places.

7. CLEAN MOP
Immediately clean up equipment at the conclusion of the procedure.
All buckets and wringers must be thoroughly washed, rinsed and allowed to dry.
All mops must be thoroughly washed and hung to dry, away from walls.
All other equipment is either washed or wiped down and stored in the proper
location.

PURPOSE:
Damp mopping is a one step procedure that lengthens the time between 
re�nishing the �oor. 
This maintenance method can be adapted to all resilient �oors.

PRODUCT TO USE:   Peerless Versadet Neutral Floor Cleaner.
    Chemical is not hazardous see MSDS.

 Always ensure that all safety requirements are in place before commencing work 
 and where required all personal safety equipment is available and worn by cleaning technicians.


